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Abstract
A process modeling language that is easy to learn and use while grounded in rigorous semantics to facilitate execution and simulation has always been a big challenge for researchers. In this paper, we describe Little-JIL, a visual process modeling language and its runtime-infrastructure, Juliette, that is capable of driving a process with the help of participating human or computing agents. We then introduce JSim, a discrete-event simulation environment with flexible artifact management and intricate resource management capability built on top of the Little-JIL and Juliette framework. The factored architecture and rich modeling mechanism for both the process description as well as the resource specification has allowed us to simulate some dynamic and complex real-life systems in details.

1. MOTIVATION
Sufficiently precise and completely defined processes can be used as the basis for efforts at process improvement, triggered by the identification and subsequent removal of process defects using different types of static analysis techniques such as finite state verification [4], or fault-tree analysis [5]. Such static analysis do not require the execution of the process, but then also do not benefit from various advantages that would be offered by the executability of the defined process. The use of an executable process definition, for example, creates the possibility that the iteratively improved process could, at each iteration, be executed to provide increasingly effective and satisfactory results. This, in essence, boils down to the use of dynamic analysis approaches to support iterative improvement of processes as complements to the static analyses used to identify potential process defects. In this paper we describe such an effort, namely the use of a sufficiently complete, precise, and executable process definition as the basis for discrete event simulation. In this paper we show how we have been able to generate discrete event simulations from an executable process definition language. One important advantage of this approach is that we can use the same process models for developing simulations that have already been used for other analyses purposes. This reduces the considerable cost of developing precise process models by amortizing it over various analyses. It also ensures that different analyses were aimed at studying and improving the same process.

Another important contribution of this paper is presenting the importance of careful resource (including actors) modeling and management for proper process simulation. Executable modeling languages for business processes such as WSBPEL [8] and its extension to include humans [9] have lacked detailed definition of resources [11]. Similarly, although there have been a number of discrete event simulation efforts for modeling and simulating software processes [17], very few of these simulation models paid attention to modeling resources as well as process context adequately. This paper describes how our focus on resource modeling and management has resulted in sufficient details of particularly complex and dynamic human centric processes where process context may dictate resource utilization.

2. APPROACH
Our approach in developing a process simulator starts with the use a complete, yet nicely factored process definition language, whose semantics is rigorously defined to enable process execution. In our view, an executable process definition framework needs to have a coordination aspect focusing on activities and the flow of control, a resource aspect focusing on actors and tools required to carry out the activities and the runtime binding of actors and other resources to activities, and an artifact aspect focusing on data that are produced, consumed and shared by actors in performing their assigned work. A process interpreter can then be developed to take the static coordination specification and provide communication and synchronization mechanism with modules defining the artifact model, providing resource-management services, and the actors responsible for carrying out the activities. Given such a process definition and interpretation framework that provides the means for coordination amongst participating actors through maintaining the control and data flow and thus enabling execution of the process, one can extend the architecture to replace the real-life actors with simulated actor behaviors to create a flexible simulation service. This is precisely what this paper describes as the methodology we have used. We have developed a process simulation infrastructure.
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called JSim leveraging the flexible architecture of a process execution framework.

2.1. Little-JIL: A Rigorous and Executable Process Language

Little-JIL, the modeling language used as the basis for our discrete-event simulation infrastructure, is a process definition language [3, 14] that, along with Juliette, its interpretation framework, supports specification, execution, and analysis of processes that are performed by sets of agents (actors) that may be humans, software, or hardware devices. A Little-JIL process definition is composed of three orthogonal aspects: a visual activity coordination specification, a collection of artifacts with an artifact-flow specification, and a collection of resources.

The activity coordination specification is a hierarchical structure of steps each of which is an abstraction of an activity. Child steps are connected to their parent by edges that represent both control flow and artifact flow. Each step contains a specification of the type of agent resource needed to perform the task associated with that step. Thus, for example, in a hospital patient care process, the agents would be doctors, nurses, registration software etc. Specific agent instances are assigned to steps at runtime by a resource manager (all agents are considered to be resources). The collection of steps assigned to an agent defines the interface that the agent must satisfy to participate in the process. Note that the coordination specification includes a description of the external view and observable behavior of such agent resources. But a specification of how the agent resources themselves perform their tasks (their internal behaviors) is NOT part of the coordination specification. These behaviors are defined in a separate specification component.

More formally, the activity coordination specification of a Little-JIL process definition \( P \) is a tree structure \((ST, rt, E, R, F)\) where:

- \( ST \) is a set of steps, each of which is an abstract specification of an activity that can be instantiated multiple times in an actual execution or simulation of a process.
- A root step, \( rt \in ST \), that defines the beginning or entry point for \( P \).
- \( E \), a set of edges each of which is an ordered pair of steps \((st_p, st_c) \in E\) connecting \( st_p \) and \( st_c \) in a parent-child relationship.
- \( R \) is a set of resource specifications associated with each step \( st \).
- \( F \) is a set of artifact specifications associated with step declarations and edges connecting the steps.

We now briefly introduce the syntax and semantics of a Little-JIL process definition. A step, the primary building block of a Little-JIL process, has a number of badges associated with it, which provides its semantic. The interface badge is a circle on the top of the step name that connects a step to its parent. The interface badge holds information about the artifacts used in and produced by the step as well as requirements for resources needed for the execution of the step. The step’s execution agent requirement is specified here as well. Below the circle is the step name. A step may also include pre-requisite and/or post-requisite badges, which are representations of simple predicates or entire step structures that are to be executed before and/or after (respectively) the step. Inside the central black box of the step structure, are three more badges. On the left is the control flow badge, which specifies the order in which the step’s children are to be executed. Based on the control-flow, Little-JIL has four different step kinds, namely sequential, parallel, try and choice. Children of a sequential step, as seen in most non-leaf steps in figure 1, are executed one after another from left to right. Children of a parallel step can be executed in any order, including in parallel, depending on when the agents actually pick up, and begin execution of, the work assigned in those steps. A detailed discussion of step kinds is available at [14].

On the right of the step bar is an \( X \) sign, which represents the exception handler capabilities of the step. Attached to this badge by red-colored exception edges are any and all handlers defined to deal with exceptions that may occur in any of the descendents of this step. Each handler may itself be a step, and is annotated to indicate the type of exception that it handles. Here too, artifact flow between the parent and the exception handler step is represented by annotations on the edge connecting them. When an exception is thrown by a step, it is passed up the tree until a matching handler is found. Little-JIL also defines four different continuation semantic after an exception has been handled [14]. In the middle of the step bar is a lightning sign, which represents the message handling capabilities of the step. Attached to this badge by message handling edges (also known as reaction handling edges) are any and all handlers defined to deal with messages that may emanate from any step in the process definition or even from outside the process. The message handling capability is quite similar to the exception handling capability, but, while exception handlers respond only to exceptions thrown from within their substep structure (a scoped capability), message handlers can respond to messages thrown from anywhere (an unscoped capability). If there are no child steps, message handlers, or exception handlers, the corresponding badges are not depicted in the step bar.

2.2. A Little-JIL Process Example

To illustrate how Little-JIL can be used to define a process, we present the ‘EDCare’ process, a simplified model of how care is provided to hospital Emergency Department (ED) patients, shown in figure 1. EDRoot, the root step of the EDCare process, has a sub-process structure defined as a reaction
Figure 1. The root diagram of ‘EDCare’ process

handling scope. When the root step receives a message of type PatientArrivalMessage (specified inside EDRoot step’s interface badge), the process sub-tree TreatOnePatientScope that defines how patient care is provided, is instantiated. Thus each PatientArrivalMessage results in a potentially parallel instantiation of the process structure rooted at TreatOnePatientScope. For each patient, the process begins with a triage nurse performing triage on the patient, as defined by the TriagePatient step. The required resource characteristics for the agent that can perform this task is defined as part of the step, but, is not visible in the figure to reduce visual clutter. One outcome of executing this step is the assignment of an acuity level for the patient. In a simplified nominal version of the ED process, a patient next goes for Registration where insurance and other information is taken from the patient and an Id-band is placed on the patient. The patient next waits to be taken into the treatment area of the ED (the mainED) depending on the availability of bed. However, figure 1 describes a variation of the simple patient care process. This was modeled in order to study the impact of a policy change where a patientInfo is flowed through the process from step to step as an artifact. Attributes of this artifact can be used as predicates associated with the pre-requisites and post-requisites of the steps that this artifact flows through. Note that the yellow post-it notes in figure 1 are comments and not part of the formal process definition.

3. LITTLE-JIL RUNTIME ENVIRONMENT

Juliette, the Little-JIL runtime environment, uses agendas (to-do lists) to coordinate agents \( \{A_1, A_2, A_3, \ldots, A_n\} \) that are specified to execute a Little-JIL process definition. Each agent \( A_i \) has associated with it an agenda \( N_{A_i} \), which is the public interface that allows activities to be assigned to that agent. Thus, at any time during the execution of a process, \( N_{A_i} = \{N^1_{A_i}, N^2_{A_i}, \ldots, N^m_{A_i}\} \) is a potentially empty set of agenda items, where an agenda item \( N^j_{A_i} \) is an instance of an activity assigned to agent \( A_i \). Note that at runtime, a step \( s_{m} \), which is a type level specification of an activity, may get instantiated many times. Let \( ST_m = \{s^1_{m}, s^2_{m}, \ldots, s^m_{m}\} \) denote the set of all instances associated with step \( s_{m} \) in an execution of a process \( P \). Since instances of steps are carried out by agents, a step instance \( s^j_{m} \) becomes \( N^k_{A_i} \) becomes an agenda item \( N^k_{A_i} \). In Little-JIL runtime environment, this is done by using a common abstraction for both the step instance \( s^j_{m} \) and its corresponding agenda item, such as, \( N^j_{A_i} \).

Figure 2 shows the component structure of Little-JIL runtime environment. The solid boxes represent main components of the system. A solid directional line defines a call from one component to another (the uses relationship). When two components communicate with each other asynchronously, it is shown with bi-directional lines connecting the components. The process specification has been shown as a broken line box with its three components inside it.

The lifecycle of a step’s execution is defined through a finite state machine that defines how execution moves through the key states (initial, posted, started, completed, or terminated) and transitional phases (elaboration, starting, execution, finishing). The lifecycle of a step instance \( s^j_{m} \) is as follows.

- Elaboration phase: In this phase, the Step Interpreter copies artifacts from step instance \( s^j_{m} \) based on the parameter flow annotations between \( s_{p} \) (parent) and \( s_{c} \) (child). The Resource Manager is then sent the agent...
resource requirement associated with the definition of the step being elaborated, i.e., $s_t$. The Resource Manager makes a decision on an agent $A_k$ that matches the requirements. With a message back from the Resource Manager, the Step Interpreter assigns the step instance $si^t$ to agent $A_k$ by placing an agenda item $N^k_A$ in $A_k$’s agenda. This takes $si^t$ from a *initial* state to *posted* state.

- **Starting phase**: The agent $A_k$ chooses to start the activity $si^t$ at some point $t$, which changes $si^t$ to be in *started* state.

- **Execution phase**: The execution phase defines what happens while $si^t$ is in *started* phase. If $si^t$ is a leaf step, $A_k$ will complete the activity potentially making changes to the artifacts that were passed to it and then notifies the Step Interpreter that it has completed the work. If $si^t$, on the other hand, is a non-leaf step, the Step Interpreter will drive the execution of each of its sub-steps following the sequencing specification associated with static definition of the step $s_t$.

- **Finishing phase**: As part of the finishing state of a step instance’s life cycle, the Step Interpreter copies out the values of the parameters that have been specified to be returned from $si^t$ to its the parent step instance $si^p$. The Resource Manager is then asked to release the agent $A_k$ and other resources used in $si^t$. During this phase $si^t$ transitions from *started state* to *completed state* or to the *terminated state* in case $si^t$ could not complete normally for some reason.

Thus, the execution of a process is a resultant behavior that emerges from the interconnected execution of step instances. This high level description leaves out a number of Little-JIL language features and details of the Juliette process execution environment. More complete discussions about the language and the interpretation are available at [3, 16, 14]. One important thing to note here is the separation of concerns enforced by the runtime architecture. The step interpreter interacts with other components at specific points in the life cycle of a step and this interaction is governed by well-defined APIs that restricts the type of information communicated. Artifact types and their flow behavior are defined within the Artifact Manager. The decision to select an agent and to couple its agenda to a step instance is done by the Resource Manager. The agents participate in the process by fulfilling the contract specified by their interaction API in the AMS. With this architecture, the interpreter can assure that the control and artifact flow semantics of Little-JIL are enforced without needing to know anything about the resource management policies or artifact type structures. However, the participating agents need to register with the Agenda Management System making their agenda public. A participating agent is also expected to listen for *agenda items* placed in its *agenda* and fulfill its contract by notifying the corresponding Step Interpreter when it has completed its work or if it decides to terminate the work failing to complete it.

4. **THE JSIM ARCHITECTURE**

Section 3 has described an execution framework capable of driving a process definition with the participation of agents and through the interaction of different components such as Step Interpreters, Resource Manager and Artifact Manager. In a simulation environment, we are not going to have live agents (humans or computer programs) interacting with the interpreters. Thus an essential part of developing a discrete event process simulator would require replacing the interactions with agents by a component capable of producing synthetic, yet flexible, agent behavior. The following diagram describes the JSim component structure.

In figure 3, the process definition represents both the static step definitions as well as runtime step instances. Each Step Instance object has a Step Interpreter associated with it that maintains and drives the life cycle of the Step Instance according to a finite state machine defined by the type of the Little-JIL step [3]. These finite state machines are already specified as part of Little-JIL semantics and thus do not require any additional programming. The Simulator Agenda Management System (SAMS), a little modified implementation of the original AMS used for process execution, is at the heart of maintaining and facilitating all the communications amongst the Step Interpreters and other modules in the runtime system, such as the Resource Manager and the Artifact Manager. As noted earlier, the important difference here from the generic runtime environment of Little-JIL is the absence of real agents, which were shown in figure 2 as execution clients. One of the components that would now become the client of SAMS service is the JSim Agent Behavior Specification (JABS) module [15], which holds specification of agents’ behaviors. This module answers queries as to what an agent would do when it is given a step instance to perform. A Step Instance object, with the help of its associated Step Interpreter object communicates with other Step Instance objects,
agents, and other components of the runtime environment using the Simulator AMS service. It should be noted here that the communications between Step Instances and agents are asynchronous. In the simulation environment, with the absence of real agents, a mechanism is needed to notify a Step Instance that is waiting to hear back from an agent. This is accomplished with the Timeline module and the Simulator Agenda Management System.

The Timeline module holds all the events generated by simulated agents as specified in the Agent Behavior Specification component as well as events corresponding to some global messages. With the above components in place, a simulation driver is used to serially read events from the Timeline module and to deliver them to appropriate Step Instance objects. The event deliveries result in state changes in the Step Instance objects, which may generate more events to be created and placed in the Timeline. The Simulation driver waits until no more events can be generated as a result of an event delivery. Once all subsequent events that resulted from an event delivery to the SAMS have been placed in the timeline, the simulation driver goes on to pick the next event and delivers it. The simulation stops when there is no more event to be delivered.

In practice, the process definition component may often be reused from earlier construction of the process for different static analysis purposes. The resource requirement specification, and resource related constraints are usually added to the process and resource definition for simulating specific scenarios. If the process definition has been used before for execution, then there is almost no change required in resource or artifact models. It is the JSim agent behavior and the initial distribution of events in the timeline that requires programmatic specification to setup a specific simulation. We have developed tools to partially automate the process of generating agent behavior as well as initial event distribution.

4.1. ROMEO Resource Management Service

One of the primary purposes of studying simulations of processes is to look at the resource contention and utilization and its impact on some measurement of production or service time under different contextual settings including variations in service request load and available resources. In processes such as software development or patient care services in an ED, the resources of interest mainly includes human actors in that domain such as software designers, developers or doctors, nurses, clerks etc. In a patient care process, there are also non-agent resources such as the bed, medical equipment, medicine etc., which are of crucial importance. These resources are quite diverse in their characteristics. Some can participate as actors in a process (such as the humans) while others can not (e.g. bed in an ED), some are reusable (e.g. bed) while others are consumable (e.g. medicine). More intriguingly, some of these resources, especially the agent resources, may provide capabilities only under some circumstances and not under others. We note, for example, a physician assistant in an ED may perform an activity such as writing an order (i.e. prescribing medication) for a patient with chest pain in an extraordinary situation, whereas this is a task that would only be performed by a doctor under ordinary circumstances. It is thus imperative to have a flexible resource management service that can model such diverse kinds of resources with often complex and dynamic characteristics adequately.

As an essential support service for both Little-JIL process execution as well as JSim simulation infrastructure, we have developed a flexible resource management service named ROMEO. During the execution or simulation of a Little-JIL process, when activities become ready to get started, ROMEO is sent these required resource specifications as requests for resource acquisitions. The ROMEO resource manager, in turn, performs a search through its repository of resources, identifies resources capable of fulfilling the required specification and chooses one of those resources based on some suitability or utility metric. The resource request specifications in a Little-JIL step may also carry indication as to whether the process will wait until resources become available (blocking request) or whether it wants to be notified immediately by the Resource Manager in case a resource was not readily available (non-blocking request).

When ROMEO receives requests for agents and other resources that can not be immediately fulfilled, it puts them in a queue of pending requests. As the simulation progresses, when resources become free as a result of completion of activities that had started earlier, the resource manager picks up requests from the pending queue and fulfills them. One of the important features of ROMEO is its rich modeling mechanism of both agent and non-agent resources, the request language to specify resource requirement, and allocation constraint that can be specified as part of the Little-JIL process definition or the resource model in ROMEO. The key idea behind ROMEO’s modeling of resources is that it consid-
ers a resource, especially the agent resource, as a provided of a set of capabilities. For example, in the ED, a nurse resource can provide such capabilities as triage, administer-medication, vital-check etc. However, each capability has associated with it a guard function that defines under what circumstances can the resource provide that capability. This provides us with considerable flexibility in modeling dynamism in a simulated process. Space limitation does not allow us to write about the details of ROMEO’s architecture, its resource modeling mechanism, the request language that it supports and its allocation strategies here. We have extensively written about our resource management capabilities in [10].

4.2. JSim Agent Behavior Specification

To allow us to specify simulated agent behaviors in a flexible way, we have developed an XML based rule language, named the JSim Agent Behavior Specification (JABS) language [15]. In a Little-JIL process execution environment, once an agent is assigned some activity, it participates in the running process in two ways. First, it notifies the interpretation module when an activity is started by the agent and when it is completed. Second, the agent may use, modify or produce artifacts as part of performing the activity. These artifacts are passed into and out of a Little-JIL step using parameters that define the flow of the artifacts between steps.

JABS allows us to specify the behavior of an agent or a set of agents based on the static name of a Little-JIL step or based on the name of the agent itself. When a rule is defined in terms of a step name, the behavior of any agent assigned to perform an instance of that step is deduced from this rule. Each rule in JABS language is composed of a matching part and a set of action elements. The matching part holds the name of a step or an agent. The action elements specify information such as the relative start time and end time of a step with respect to the current simulation clock time when an instance of this rule is invoked. The action elements may also specify setting of any field of an artifact or the entire artifact that is bound to the step where this rule is being applied. While specifying timing information an agent would take to perform a step, it is important to provide some statistical distribution. JABS allows us to specify uniform, triangular and Gaussian distribution as the time it takes to perform any step. It is possible to have multiple rules that match a particular simulation context of a step execution. In this case, JABS performs a top down search in the rule base and selects the first matching rule and applies it. The JABS module also allows for arbitrary nesting of the agent behavior rules.

4.3. Generating Simulation Output

The raw output of JSim are the lifecycle events and their occurrence time according to the simulation timeline. The following list describes the major events that are logged by JSim.

1. A step instance $si_k$ is ready to be posted at time $t_1$ based on the control flow of the process definition.
2. The Resource Manager assigns an agent $A_k$ to carry out step instance $si_k$ at time $t_2$.
3. Agent $A_k$ decides to start executing $si_k$ at time $t_3$.
4. Agent $A_k$ completes $si_k$ at time $t_4$.

Using the data captured in the trace information, we have been able to compute a wide number of statistics of interest for many simulated processes. Most of the statistics we have generated fell under the following two categories:

- **Time information:** we can compute the time taken for executing any leaf or non-leaf step. This translates to time information regarding activities at different levels of granularity captured in the process definition. We can also compute time information specific to any particular agent.
- **Resource Utilization:** The trace provides data specifying when tasks were assigned to agents, when they started working on a task, and when did they complete a particular task. From these time information, we can compute utilization level of the agents and other resources.

4.4. Validation of JSim

Extensive efforts were made to assure that simulation output produced by JSim was consistent with its specifications [10]. Some of these efforts amounted simply to careful visual scrutiny of the resource assignment decisions as well as ensuring that starting and completion of the steps are happening according to the simulation specification. Both JSim developers and our ED domain expert spent considerable amounts of time looking at simulation results to verify JSim’s simulation traces. We also compared the results obtained from JSim to those predicted by Little’s Law [2, 10], a well-known “rule of thumb” used to estimate and validate the overall behaviors of queue-based simulations.

To gain more confidence in the inner workings of the JSim infrastructure and simulation results produced by it, we decided to compare our results with a well-established commercial discrete event simulation product: Arena [6, 1]. Arena is an object-based, hierarchical modeling and simulation tool that has been used in a wide range of simulation applications. Of particular relevance to our studies is the fact that many ED simulation studies have used Arena as their modeling tool.

For purposes of comparison, we modeled a simple ED process using both JSim and Arena and ran simulations with patients arriving at a fixed rate. The process definition we used for this study is similar to the one showed in figure 1, albeit a little more simplified. The task times were kept fixed and only one type of resource was varied, namely the bed resource. We plotted both how long the simulation ran in total time as well as the average length of stay (LOS) for each patient. We went...
through a number of iterations of simulations and inspections to ensure that details of both the Arena and the JSim models were describing the exact same process. The output produced by the two simulation engines were same [10].

5. EXPERIENCE AND CASE STUDIES

We have used Little-JIL, ROMEO and JSim to simulate a number of different processes related to how patient care is provided in a hospital ED. With Little-JIL, JSim and ROMEO, we have been able to simulate some complex and dynamic scenarios related to ED. While designing case studies, we investigated the following two attributes of our JSim simulation infrastructure:

- How capable is our modeling mechanism to capture some intricate domain policies in such dynamic processes in hospital EDs.
- How easy or difficult is it for a novice modeler to model new complex simulation using JSim.

We have found that the JSim architecture affords expedited access to each of the key architectural components, and many different points at which the parameters used to configure these components can be tuned and adjusted quickly. This has been useful in facilitating the tuning and setup of specific simulations or sets of simulations. We have also found that the non-technical domain experts (in this case, doctors and nurses) quickly picked up the Little-JIL notation and were able to follow and suggest detailed specification in the process definition.

We now present an example of the kinds of experiments we have performed with JSim. Earlier in the paper, while introducing the Little-JIL notation, we described the ‘ED-Care’ process. This process was developed with by extending a nominal and simpler ED process that we used for initial validation purposes. Here we have added different types of resource acquisitions (both blocking and non-blocking). As noted earlier, there is a detailed part of the process that is rooted in the TreatPatientInsideED step, which has not been shown in figure 1.

![Figure 4](image)

Figure 4. Blocking vs. non-blocking bed acquisition

For this set of simulation runs, the patient arrivals were generated using a Poisson distribution with mean inter-arrival time of six (6), which translates into roughly ten (10) patients per hour. The execution times of the steps were specified using a triangular distribution. We looked at the average of all the average LOS measures from the simulation runs. Figure 4 summarizes the output of these simulations. As intuitively expected, the situation where a patient is immediately placed inside the ED when a bed is available results in improved patient flow. We were also interested in observing how easy or difficult it is to set up our simulation and resource management infrastructure for such an experiment. So, we assigned the task to a relative novice of Little-JIL and JSim, a graduate student with less than 2 months experience in our lab, and timed him in doing the simulation setup. The process augmentation required about 2 hours and 24 minutes. Once we had the process model elaborated, switching from a non-blocking request scenario to the blocking request scenario to setup this particular experiment required less than twenty (20) minutes to complete. Our other experiments with a novice user have also validated JSim’s ability of expressing complex scenarios easily and quickly. In one of the ED simulations, we modeled a scenario where a triage-nurse could perform some of the discharge-related paper-works that is usually performed only by a regular nurse. But we allowed the substitution only when the ED was overcrowded. Details of this and all our other experiments can be found in [10].

6. RELATED WORK

Different workflow and process modeling languages have been used by researchers over the past decade to simulate software development and other human-centric processes [17]. The capabilities in these languages are usually restrictive, however, especially when it comes to resource specification and management. BPEL4WS [8] and BPEL4People [9] haven been popular for modeling business processes for simulation and analysis. These languages have also been shown to lack in terms of capabilities for modeling resources and process context details [11].

Schriber [12] provides a nice explanation of the generic structures of discrete-event simulation software with an analysis of four commercial tools, namely SIMAN, ProModel, GPSS/H, AutoMod and SLX [7]. Many of these commercial simulation tools presented in [12] as well as a number of new ones such as Arena [1], AnyLogic [13] and others have nice user interfaces, but often are not as programmable as our JSim simulation infrastructure. In particular, the resource modeling and managing flexibility that we can deliver using JSim seems to be very difficult, if not impossible, with many of these commercial tools. The rich exception management mechanism of Little-JIL and contextual assignment of resources to activities are features that seem to set our infrastructure apart.
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We believe there is considerable value in creating a discrete-event simulation infrastructure based on rigorous and executable process definitions that is accessible to non-technical domain experts. The formal semantics of such process modeling languages would also allow one to perform different kinds of static analysis of processes [4, 5]. In this paper we have presented such a process definition language - Little-JIL, its runtime environment - Juliette, and a discrete event simulation framework that we have developed on top of them called JSim. One important component of JSim is its rich resource management component, ROMEO, which is capable of modeling dynamic agent behavior that is dependent on the state of the system. Using this infrastructure, we have successfully simulated some intricate variations of how patient care is provided in a hospital ED [10]. We have also performed case studies to evaluate the versatility and usability of our simulation framework.
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